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Improving uncertainty in the urban canopy layer monitoring for climatological services.
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The Climate Network, owned and managed by Fondazione Osservatorio Meteorologico Milano Duomo
(FOMD), is the first Italian nationwide homogeneous urban meteorological network, planned and
operated with metrological criteria to study urban climates and to provide urban climatological services.
Urban climate monitoring prerequisites:
1. Target identification
FOMD identified the top of the Canopy Urban Boundary
Layer (CUHI) as the measuring target, being CUHI an
important layer for Urban Heat Island study and
applications purposes such as energy consumption and
billing (ref.: T.R. Oke, Boundary Layer Climates,
Routledge, 1988)
Figure adapted from H.J.S. Fernando, Fluid
dynamics of urban atmospheres in complex terrain,
Ann. Review of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 42(1) pp. 365389, 2010

2. Network design prerequisites/key features
• Siting: representativeness of specific and homogeneous urban
environments (residential, industrial, green areas, etc.; ref.: Urban Atlas)
• Exposure: sensors undisturbed by more local effects, to guarantee siting
representativeness (ref.: T.R. Oke , Siting and exposure of
meteorological instruments at urban sites, in Air Pollution Modelling
and its Application XVII (Berlin: Springer) pp 615–32, 2007)
In case of FOMD Climate Network (CN) siting and exposure prerequisites
are satisfied as far as possible and fully documented with extended metadata .

3. Network management
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• Sensor Calibration:
FOMD has its own Calibration chamber and
developed specific procedures, also in the
framework of Meteomet (Metrology for
Meteorology and Climate: MMC)
(ref.: A. Merlone et al., The MeteoMet project –
Metrology for Meteorology: challenges and results,
Meteorol. Appl. 22: 820–829 (2015))
• Data Validation:
Real time and automatic procedures add up to
offline subjective methods performed by
experienced meteorologists
• Reference to national standards:
Calibration of internal primary standards at National
Metrological Institutes INRIM, as mandatory for
reliable data and climatological services.
(ref.: S. Curci et al., Automatic weather station
traceability: an example of emerging need and calibration
procedure, MMC Intern. Conf., Brdo -SLO, 2014)
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4. Measurement uncertainty estimations
• Calibration uncertainty : Temperature - about 0.2°C, with specific arrangements in climatic chamber and reference to national standards
(ref.: S. Curci et al., Understanding the measure uncertainties of an urban meteorological network, 11th ECAM, Reading - UK, 2013)
• Shelter ageing uncertainty : about 0.2°C after one year of ageing, for CN stations controlled by re-painting shelter at every calibration
(ref.: G. Lopardo et al., Comparative analysis of the influence of solar radiation screen ageing on temperature measurements by means of
weather stations Int. J. Climatol. 34 1297–310, 2014)
• Siting and Exposure uncertainty : estimated for CN stations in Milano by statistical analysis, having filtered out meteorological noise at
the synoptic and meso-synoptic scales (ref.: S. Curci et al., Assessing measurement uncertainty in meteorology in urban environments, IOP
Publishing, Meas. Sci. Technol. 28 (2017) 104002 (8pp))

TOTAL UNCERTAINTY
of long term assessed for CN
mean data in Milano
(climatological purposes):
Temperature: < 1°C
Relative Humidity: < 7%

FOMD Climate Network preliminary results: Milano Canopy UHI first shots

FOMD CN  in the metropolitan area of Milano:
UHI temperatures on 1st January 2017 at 5:00 AM
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UHI is an urban climate issue with immediate applications in many fields,
from Public Health to Energy. Canopy UHI in Milano is a key study of
Fondazione OMD. Preliminary results for 2017 indicate/suggest that Milano
CUHI is a mainly nocturnal and winter phenomenon (figure on the left), while
a negative CUHI can be observed from April to September in late morning
and afternoon, well in agreement with recent modelling (ref.: S. Falasca and
G. Curci, Impact of highly reflective materials on meteorology, PM10 and
Ozone in urban areas: a Modeling study with WRF-CHIMERE at high
resolution over Milan (Italy), Urban Sci. 2018, 2, 18). The Milano CUHI daily
behaviour in 5 August 2017 is shown in figure on the right, compared to the
mean of all 2017 Heat Waves (ref.: C. Lavecchia et al., A meteorological
monitoring network to investigate climate changes in towns: six
Mediterranean Urban case studies, MESAEP 19th Int. Symposium, Rome ,
2017) and the related standard deviations.
NB: Paper in progress
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Daily evolution of UHI during 2017 Heat Waves in Milano
as observed by FOMD CN

Toward an Urban Reference Observatory
Experience gained by FOMD in the first 6-7 years of CN management and operation, together with the collaboration in the MeteoMet Project, indicates that:
• the different aspects of the complex urban atmosphere must be measured with specifically designed homogeneous networks;
• strict metrological procedures are mandatory for reliable urban climatological services, but this is affordable only for a network of reasonable dimension;
• special attention has to be payed to AWS siting and (especially) sensor exposure, both detailed by constantly updated metadata;
• low cost and dense sensor networks are likely necessary to monitor urban environments, but they must be linked to reliable “metrologically” managed reference networks.
⇒ FOMD CN is a first affordable attempt to provide an Urban Reference Meteorological Observatory and reliable Urban Climatological Services
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